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The statements in this presentation relating to matters that are not historical facts are forward-looking statements. These 
forward-looking statements are based upon assumptions of management which are believed to be reasonable at the time 
made and are subject to significant risks and uncertainties. Actual results could differ materially based on factors including, 
but not limited to, the business cyclicality of the chemical, polymers and refining industries; the availability, cost and price
volatility of raw materials and utilities, particularly the cost of crude oil, natural gas, and associated natural gas liquids; 
competitive product and pricing pressures; labor conditions; our ability to attract and retain key personnel; operating 
interruptions (including leaks, explosions, fires, weather-related incidents, mechanical failure, unscheduled downtime, 
supplier disruptions, labor shortages, strikes, work stoppages or other labor difficulties, transportation interruptions, spills
and releases and other environmental risks); the supply/demand balances for our and our joint ventures’ products, and the 
related effects of industry production capacities and operating rates; our ability to achieve expected cost savings and other
synergies; our ability to successfully execute projects and growth strategies; any proposed business combination, the 
expected timetable for completing any proposed transactions and the receipt of any required governmental approvals, future 
financial and operating results, benefits and synergies of any proposed transactions, future opportunities for the combined 
company; legal and environmental proceedings; tax rulings, consequences or proceedings; technological developments, and 
our ability to develop new products and process technologies; potential governmental regulatory actions; political unrest and
terrorist acts; risks and uncertainties posed by international operations, including foreign currency fluctuations; and our 
ability to comply with debt covenants and service our debt. Additional factors that could cause results to differ materially 
from those described in the forward-looking statements can be found in the “Risk Factors” section of our Form 10-K for the 
year ended December 31, 2018, which can be found at www.LyondelBasell.com on the Investor Relations page and on the 
Securities and Exchange Commission’s website at www.sec.gov. The illustrative results or returns of growth projects are not in 
any way intended to be, nor should they be taken as, indicators or guarantees of performance. The assumptions on which 
they are based are not projections and do not necessarily represent the Company’s expectations and future performance. 
You should not rely on illustrated results or returns or these assumptions as being indicative of our future results or returns.
This presentation contains time sensitive information that is accurate only as of the date hereof. Information contained in this
presentation is unaudited and is subject to change. We undertake no obligation to update the information presented herein 
except as required by law.
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■ LyondellBasell at a glance

■ Plastics use in context of legislation and market

■ Quality Circular Polymers getting away with downcycling

■ Advancing chemical recycling to molecular recycling

■ Circular Economy driving joint actions

Agenda
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LyondellBasell is a strong, global company delivering outstanding 
performance
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One of the world’s largest plastics, chemical and refining companies producing products 
and materials key to advancing solutions to modern challenges

* 2017 data as of December 31, 2017 

Increased U.S. ethylene capacity by 21% since 2012

Expanded polypropylene compounds capacity in China, 
India and Europe

Building the first world-scale Hyperzone HDPE plant
and world’s largest PO/TBA plant

Acquired A. Schulman, expanding our position in the 
advanced polymers markets

Every day, our employees work around the clock 

to safely advance solutions to our world’s 
biggest challenges. 

Producer of polypropylene compounds globally

Producer of oxyfuels in North America and Europe

Producer of polypropylene in North America and Europe

Producer of polyethylene in Europe

Many of our materials go into products that people 
use every day, such as food packaging, electronics, 
children’s toys and fuels.

World’s largest licensor of polyolefin technologies.

GROWING

LEADING(1) DIVERSE

GLOBAL
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Our products are advancing a range of solutions in nearly every geography 
and sector of the economy
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Food safety 
& access

Cleaner air & 
fuel efficiency

Clean 
water

Sustainable & 
modern living

Quality 
healthcare

Stronger, longer-lasting pipes 
used in municipal water 

systems and key elements 
used in water filtration 

systems

Stronger, lighter plastics support 
increased fuel efficiency

Materials that form components 
used in solar panels, wind turbines, 
children’s toys, cosmetics, leak- and 

shatter-proof containers 

Improved medical supplies such 
as synthetic latex gloves, hand 

sanitizers, biohazard bags and pill 
coatings

Food packaging and films that 
improve freshness, portability and 

extend shelf-life

Agricultural 
efficiency

Lighter machinery, crop protection 
and soil conditioning improve 
efficiency in agroprocessing

CHEMICALS

FUELS TECHNOLOGIES

ADVANCED 
POLYMERS

POLYMERS
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LyondellBasell: Advancing our growth strategy
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2016 2018 2020

Completion of our 
largest ethylene 
expansion to date 
in Corpus Christi, 
Texas.

Entered into JV 
with SUEZ to 
operate Quality 
Circular Polymers.

Began 
polypropylene 
compounding 
operations in 
Dalian, China.

Completed acquisition of 
A. Schulman Inc., 
creating the industry’s 
largest compounding 
business.

Expected 
completion of 
Hyperzone HDPE 
plant in La Porte, 
Texas.

Expected 
completion of PO 
/ TBA project in 
Channelview, 
Texas.
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Circular Economy 

■ In a circular economy, resources 
remain in use for as long as 
possible to extract their highest 
potential value

▪ This means reusing materials and 
recycling plastics to prevent plastic 
waste from being sent to landfill or 
escaping into the environment

Advancing the Circular Economy

■ We recognize the importance of the 
circular economy and look for ways 
to apply circular economy principles 
in our business 

▪ Partnership with SUEZ

▪ Researching into molecular recycling

▪ Exploring the potential to manufacture 
products from alternative renewable 
sources

▪ Present Developing solutions to 
eliminate plastic waste from the 
environment

Advancing the circular economy 
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Plastics Are Important Base Materials
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They help to solve many issues:

Increased Shelf Times of Food Ligh Weight Parts for lower fuel 
consumption

Quality Materials for Higher Living ComfortHigh Value Medical Applications

Access to Clean Potable Water

Protection of Beverages
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Key factors within the circular economy for plastics

Legislation

European Union 

■ 2018 EU Plastics Strategy

■ Packaging Waste Directive: EU’s 2030 
recycling target of 55% for plastic 
packaging*

■ Directive targeting Single Use Plastic 
Products

Legislators, brand owners, retailers and consumers are focused on 
circular solutions for plastics  

Markets

Retailers, brand owners & consumers

■ World Economic Forum Davos 2018: 11 
companies working towards using 100% 
reusable, recyclable or compostable 
packaging by 2030

■ Evolving consumer consciousness 
concerning waste and recycling
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Addressing plastics end-of-life

■ Landfilling must be avoided

■ Both mechanical and chemical 
recycling form part of the 
solution 

■ Recycling capacity needs to at 
least double, from present 
capacity 

■ Energy recovery plays a role as a 
transitional option, on the way to 
circularity with plastics 

Advancing solutions to plastics waste        
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35%

24%

41%

Recycling Landfill Energy recovery

16 MM tons
Collected 
polyolefins 
in Europe 

2016 

Landfill

Energy recovery Recycle

Source: Plastics Europe and Conversio

Using waste as a resource is key to becoming more resource efficient
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LyondellBasell approach to circularity 
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Advance 
mechanical recycling

through strategic 
partnership

Value chain 
collaboration 

provides higher 
potential for 
circularity  

Research 
Molecular Recycling

possibilities

Company confidential
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LyondellBasell and SUEZ strategic partnership in Quality Circular 
Polymers (QCP) contributes to circular economy objectives

The joint business leverages the two partners' strengths
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Advancing mechanical recycling and delivering high quality circular 
products 

Producing high quality circular PP & HDPE

■ 35kt production capacity planned

■ Processing post-consumer plastic waste

■ Integrated plant using leading technology ensuring high 
quality products

High quality polypropylene and high density polyethylene: 

■ Cleaner products

■ Enhancing Colors 

■ Odor treatment

■ Consistent Quality

Technology configuration offers high quality products
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LyondellBasell’ s new Circular HDPE product portfolio

Jerry can 
(motor oil)

Shower Gel Detergent bottles Household 
bottles

High quality circular HDPE
use in small blow molding applications:

Hostalen QCP 5603 Ivory Plus

Enlarging our HDPE portfolio with
High Quality Circular Products

Company confidential

Note: Hostalen QCP products are not approved for food contact  
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LyondellBasell’s new Circular PP product portfolio
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High quality circular PP 
use in injection molding applications:

Caps

Enlarging our PP product portfolio with
High Quality Circular Products 

Moplen QCP300R

Moplen QCP300S  
Moplen QCP300T

Company confidential

Note: Moplen QCP products are not approved for food contact  
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Advancing molecular recycling innovation:

■ Unlock the potential of recycled plastics:
▪ Converting residual / mixed  plastic waste (including

multilayer and hybrid plastic materials) back to plastic 
feedstock 

■ Provide solutions for all applications, removing 
all contamination

▪ Solution for food contact applications

We invest resources into the evaluation of 
potential waste-to-cracker feeds for 
polyolefins production

■ New cooperation between LyondellBasell and 
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT) in 
Germany

▪ Focus of the venture is to develop a new catalyst and 
process technology to decompose post-consumer 
plastic waste

▪ Building on thermochemical technology to match
cracker requirements

▪ Leveraging our leading competencies in catalyst and 
technology  

Advancing recycling innovation 

Company confidential

KIT is one of the largest research and 
educational institutions globally
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■ Evaluation of existing technologies operating at 
commercial level

▪ Plant visits in Europe, China and Japan

▪ Evaluation of liquid hydrocarbons from depolymerization 
technologies as cracker feedstock

▪ Raw material sorting is a key element of the technology 
package

■ Identify external expertise to partner with for pilot 
scale experiments

▪ Cooperation agreement with Karlsruhe Institute for 
Technology to develop processes in line with the 
requirements in our petrochemical processes

▪ LyondellBasell’s strong know-how on catalyst technology 
for chemical processes

■ Proof-of-concept: based on the results of external 
cooperations:

▪ process design for clean depolymerization

▪ start-up of a semi-industrial plant 

Chemical Recycling Roadmap 

Souce: KIT ITC

Souce: LyondellBasll
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Our trade association commitments

■ To achieve 100% re-use, recycling or 
recovery of all plastics packaging 

▪ In Europe by 2040

▪ In the United States by 2040

■ Operation Clean Sweep 
▪ Zero pellet loss

■ Demonstrate and promote the 
sustainability of plastics

▪ Being part of the solution to plastics 
marine litter and pollution

Our trade association commitments

■ Alliance to End Plastic Waste 
▪ Alliance to End Plastic Waste (AEPW)

LyondellBasell is actively engaged with industry associations to deliver 
practical global solutions
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A new global 
alliance to help 
end plastic waste

Commitment to invest 
$1.5 Billion over the next five years 
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 I N N O V A T I O N

Innovate new sustainable 
materials, designs,  
technologies and 
business models based 
on sound science and 
economics

 C L E A N  U P

 Develop solutions to 
address and clean 
up areas of existing 
plastic waste in the 
environment

 E D U C A T I O N

 Engage and collaborate 
with governments, 
industry and consumers 
to drive effective 
solutions

 I N F R A S T R U C T U R E

 

Catalyze investment in 
enhanced waste infrastructure 
to prevent plastic from reaching 
the environment

Proposed Alliance Strategic Pillars
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Before using a product sold by a company of the LyondellBasell family of companies, users should make their own independent 
determination that the product is suitable for the intended use and can be used safely and legally. SELLER MAKES NO 
WARRANTY; EXPRESS OR IMPLIED (INCLUDING ANY WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR 
PURPOSE OR ANY WARRANTY) OTHER THAN AS SEPARATELY AGREED TO BY THE PARTIES IN A CONTRACT.

LyondellBasell prohibits or restricts the use of its products in certain applications. For further information on restrictions or 
prohibitions of use, please contact a LyondellBasell representative.

Users should review the applicable Safety Data Sheet before handling the product.

Hostalen, Hyperzone, Moplen and MoReTec are trademarks owned and/or used by the LyondellBasell family of companies.

Hostalen and Moplen are registered in the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office.

This presentation includes industry data that we obtained from periodic industry publications, including (Conversio, Plastics 
Europe, ACC and New plastics Economy). Industry publications generally state that the information contained therein has been 
obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but there can be no assurance as to the accuracy or completeness of included 
information. Additionally, the industry sources that we reference request or require that, if we reproduce the information they 
provide, we inform readers that they make no warranty, express or implied, as to the accuracy or completeness of, nor assume 
any liability for, such information. We believe that the industry data that we obtained from industry publications is reliable and is 
the data commonly and regularly used for analysis of our industry. However, we have made no independent verification of, and 
we make no representations regarding, the accuracy of these data.

Disclaimers
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Thank You
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